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Description ***WILLING TO NEGOTIATE*** Just 2 retired travel nurses looking to sell our
beautiful rig! ï»¿For luxurious full-time or a lavish home away from home!
Presenting a meticulously maintained 2022 Keystone Alpine 3700fl, this 5th wheel
boasts with expansive layout and cutting-edge amenities. We are asking just
$70,000 for this 5th wheel with an MSRP $125,500 What truly distinguishes this
camper are the premium add on features weâ€™ve integrated for you. The
upgrades include a brand new plush 14-inch memory foam king-size mattress,
brand-new steel-belted tires with a TPM system attached, an additional deluxe 3d
A/C unit, and a convenient in unit washer and dryer, a cozy fire pit, keyless
padlock entry, and a GENERATOR. These are the exquisite touches that set it
apart, consideration, you might overlook, but become costly! Key Features:
Luxurious Living Room: experience the comfort of the front living area, a grand 50
inch TV, two queen pullout couches, and indulge in heated/massaging recliner
chairs. There is also an in-house vacuum located under the stairs Gourmet
Kitchen: Discover, a culinary heaven, with up-to-date appliances mirroring those in
your own kitchen, a large residential refrigerator, full-size gas stove, a sleek
conventional microwave, and a dining room table for four with ample storage.
Elegant Bathrooms: In the rear of the camper, the master bathroom offers a spa-
like retreat with a tall shower featuring a skylight, DOUBLE bathroom sinks, and
plenty full underneath and overhead storage. The addition of another half
bathroom is super accommodating for kids or guests. Plush Bedroom: Indulge in
a real retreat with an upgraded king-size bed, a convenient TV, and his and hers
nightstands equipped with plenty of outlets. Outside: Step outside to not one but
2 large power retractable awnings and listen to your favorite song with the
indoor/outdoor stereo. The underneath storage of this camper is more then
anyone could imagine. Living full time and still never used all the underneath
storage. There are 5 slide outs. Another nice feature is the power reel cord that
makes you life mess free. Tanks: The fresh water tanks holds a whopping 54
gallons. There a 2 separate gray tanks and two separate black tanks. These
waste tanks all come together so only 1 sewer hose is needed. There are also 2
30lb propane tanks that last forever. For serious inquiries or to arrange an
exclusive viewing please reach out to Bri at 330-316-9273 Feel free to ask for
more pictures/reach out about any questions you may have!

Basic information Year: 2022
VIN Number: 4YDFALU22NE780241
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 41
GVW: 16000
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 5
Exterior Color: White
Features: Onboard Generator

Item address , Canal Fulton, Ohio, United States
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